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SOME ITERATED LOGARITHM RESULTS

RELATED TO THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMC)

BY

R. J. TOMKINSC2)

Abstract. An iterated logarithm theorem is presented for sequences of indepen-

dent, not necessarily bounded, random variables, the distribution of whose partial

sums is related to the standard normal distribution in a particular manner. It is shown

that if a sequence of independent random variables satisfies the Central Limit

Theorem with a sufficiently rapid rate of convergence, then the law of the iterated

logarithm holds. In particular, it is demonstrated that these results imply several

known iterated logarithm results, including Kolmogorov's celebrated theorem.

1. Introduction. Since the appearance in 1929 of Kolmogorov's Law of the

Iterated Logarithm [8] for a class of independent, bounded random variables (r.v.),

a number of probabilists have attempted to determine conditions under which

similar results would hold for unbounded random variables; some of these results

will be discussed in §3.

Consider a probability space (D, S?, P). In this paper, a new result of the

iterated logarithm type, which requires no bounds on the sequence of random

variables, will be presented. More specifically, it is the intention of this article to

prove, and indicate some consequences of, the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Xu X2,... be independent r.v. with EXn = 0 and EX2sa2<oo.

Define Sn = X,+ • • • +Xn, s2 = ES2, t2 = 2 log log (s2) and Fn(x)=P[SnZxsn],

— oo<x<od. Let O represent the standard normal distribution function. Suppose a

sequence of real-valued functions fn are defined on an interval (A, B) which contains 1

such that (i) lira fn(x) = 0 for all x e (A, B), and (ii) for all x e (A, B),

Iim sup ¡I^ffi-exp {(l/2)x2t2fn(x)}

is finite.
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//(iii) sn -> oo and (iv) o„/sn -> 0, then

(1) lim sup SJ(sntn) S 1       a.e.
n-*oo

If, furthermore, there exists a sequence hn of real-valued functions defined on (A, B)

such that (v) lim hn(x) = Ofor all xs(A, B), and (vi)for each x s (A, B),

Hm inf \Zq$j ■ exP m)x2t2Mx)}

is positive, and if, in addition, condition (ii) holds with 1 — Fn(xtn) replaced by

F„(-x/n), then

(2) lim sup SJ(sntn) = 1       a.e.
n-»oo

The proof of this theorem will be given in §2. §3 will contain some corollaries

and consequences of Theorem 1. In particular, the relationship between Theorem 1

and some of the previously published iterated logarithm results for unbounded

random variables will be discussed.

By appealing to a sophisticated result of Feller [3], it will be shown in §4 that

Kolmogorov's Law of the Iterated Logarithm can be derived from Theorem 1.

Before beginning §2, some remarks about notation are in order. Throughout the

paper, <P will denote the distribution function of the normal distribution with

mean zero and variance one. Only natural logarithms will be used. For sequences

{an} and {6n} of positive real numbers, "an~6n" means that liman/6n = l. And,

finally, the well-known "limit comparison test" will be used repeatedly; to wit,

if an~6n, then 2™=i an and 2™=i ¿>n converge or diverge together.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, the

following useful lemma will be proved.

Lemma 1. Let e > 1 be arbitrary. Then (i) 1 — 0(e) < exp { — e2/2} and (ii) for any

given y>0 there exists a number e0>0 (which depends on y) such that, for all

e^e0,l- (D(£) > exp { - (1 + y)e2/2}.

Proof. The result is immediate from the following well-known inequality (see

p. 166 of [4], for example):

(27r)-1'2(e-1-e-3)exp{-e2/2} < l-<D(e) < (277)-1'2e-1exp{-e2/2}.

(i) is obvious, whereas (ii) follows if e is so large that

Or1-,:" 3)(2tt) - «■ exp {ye2¡2} > 1.       Q.E. D.

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1. It is to be noticed that the proof

owes a great debt to Kolmogorov.

Note, first of all, that it follows from (iv) that sn~sn + x as n -» oo.

Let 1 <a"<a'<a<B be arbitrarily chosen and select a number c> 1 so close to

1 that a > ca'.
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Now, for each k^ 1, let nk be the least integer satisfying snic>ck; this sequence

is well defined by virtue of (iii). It should be mentioned that snk~ck and tnk~tKk+1

as k -> oo. Furthermore, an integer K0 > 0 exists such that

(3) nk.1<nk   and   21'2 < (a'-a")tnic       for all k ^ K0:

For each k^K0, define Ik = {n \ nk^1<n^nk}, and S* = maxne/jt S,,. By a varia-

tion of Levy's inequality (see p. 248 of [9]), it follows from (3) that

P[Sg ^ a'snktnk] g 2P[Snk Z a'snktnk-2l'2sm]

g 2P[Snk ^ a"snJnk] = 2{l-Fnk(aXk)} s ak.

By (ii), we may assume the existence of a real-valued function U defined on

(A, B) such that

[l-^xQr^l-F^xtjyexpKmxXMx)} Í U(x)

if n is sufficiently large. Furthermore, by (i), there exists N>0 such that

a"(l+/„(«"))> 1 for all n>N. Therefore, by Lemma l(i), it is clear that for all

sufficiently large k

ak Ú 2U(a")exp{-(l/2)(a")2t2k(l+fnk(cc"))} ^ 2U(a")(logs2k)-"\

But (log s2k) ~ "" ~ (2 log c) ' a" ■ k * "", so 2k ê K0 ak < °° since a" > 1. Hence

2 P[Sfc* > «VJ < co
kiK0

by (4); the Borel-Cantelli lemma then implies that

P[5fc* £ «V% i.o.] = 0.

But snk_1tnk_1~snktnJc and a>ca, so that

0 g P[Sn ^ asntn i.o.] ^ P[S£ ^ as„k.¿^ i.o.] S P[Sg ^ asnjnk i.o.] = 0.

Obviously, then, limsup,,.,«, SJ(sntn)^aa.e.; (1) follows since a>l is arbitrary.

The second part of Theorem 1 will now be proved. Let 0<e<e'<l—A be

arbitrary. Let A = (l +B)/2 and choose a number c> 1 so large that

(5) e(c2 -1)1'2 > 3A   and   (1 - e)(c2 -1)112 > 1 + c(l - e').

For each k^l, define nk to be the least integer satisfying snk>ck. There exists a

number K1>0 such that nk-1<nk for k^Kx.

For each k£Ku let «f»^—J^,.^ and v\ = 2 log log (ul). Note that w2.

~c"2(c2-l)i2fc~(c2-l>^_1 and tnk~vk as k-^-co, from which facts it is easily

seen that «2y2/(í2lc_1í2t_1)>4(c2-l)/9 for all large k.

In addition, define the following events for each k 2: Kx :

Ak = [5^-S^.j > (l-«K»k],       Bk = [Snk > (l-e/2)ukvk]
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and

Ck = [S»»., > eukvk/2].

By a remark above and (5), PCk^l-F„k_1(btnk_1). But b(l+f„k_1(b))>l for

ail large k. Hence, proceeding in a fashion analogous to a portion of the proof of

the first part of the theorem, we can use (ii) and Lemma l(i) to show that, for

all sufficiently large k,

PCk = U(b)exp{-(l/2)bt2kJ~ U(b)(2logc)-b(k-ir».

So 2/cgK1FCfc<oo since 6>1.

Nowdefineß= 1 -e/2 and y=ß~2-1. Then, since ukvk < snJnk, PBk > 1 -FnJßtnk).

By (vi), a positive function L is defined on (A, B) such that

[1 - (Pix/J] - » • [1 - Fn(xQ] ■ exp {(\l2)x2tlhn(x)} ̂  L(x)       if x s (A, B)

and n is sufficiently large (depending on x). Furthermore, for all sufficiently large

k, \-<S>(ßtnk)>exp{-(\+yl2)ß2t2nJ2}, by Lemma l(ii), and hnk(ß)<y/2 by (v).

Hence

PBk ^ Uß)exp{-(l/2)ß2t2k(l + (y/2)+hnk(ß))} > L(ß)exp{-t2J2}

nk)L(ß)(\ogs2nk)-' ~ L(ß)(2\ogcY1k

Therefore 2fcè^iF5fc = oo.

But from the definitions it is clear that PBk¿PAk+PCk. From the results above,

then, it must be the case that 2këffi PAk = ao. However, the events Ak are indepen-

dent, so P[Ak i.o.] = 1 by the Borel Zero-One Law. That is to say,

lim sup (Sn - S„k _ jl(ukvk) > 1 - e   a.e.

which, in turn, implies

(6) limsup(Sn(c-^.1)/(SnkO>(l-^2-l)1/2-c-1   a.e.

If one notes that Fn( — x) = \— P[—Sn^xsn], then it will be evident from the last

hypothesis of the theorem that the sequence {— Xn} satisfies the conditions of the

first part of the theorem. Hence lim supn_m - Sn/(sntn) ^ 1 a.e., from which it

easily follows that lim inf,,..,» Snic_J(snktnk) ^ — c'1 a.e. Adding this inequality to

(6) we have, by virtue of (5), lim supfc-„o SnJ(snJnk) > \ — e a.e. (2) follows since e'

is arbitrarily close to zero.   Q.E.D.

3. Some consequences of the main theorem. An immediate, but useful, con-

sequence of Theorem 1 is the following:

Theorem 2. Let Xx, X2,... be independent r.v. with EXn=0 and EX2=o2<co.

Define Sn, sn, tn and Fn as in Theorem 1. Suppose that 1 — Fn(xtn)~ 1 — ̂ (xtn) and

Fn( — xtn)~ í>( — xt„) for all x in some interval containing 1. Then (2) holds provided

aJsn -> 0 and sn -*■ oo as n —>■ oo.
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Remarks. It easily follows from Theorem 2 that if Xn is N(Q, a2) with sn -> oo

and an/sn -> 0, then (2) holds. Such a conclusion is similar to, but not as strong as,

a result of Hartman [7], who showed that one can replace "on/sn-^-0" by

"lim sup on[sn<l".

From Theorem 2 it also follows that if Xu X2,... are independent, identically

distributed with mean 0, variance 1, and with a moment-generating function that

exists in a neighborhood of zero, then lim sup (JVj H-h Xn)/(2n log log n)112 = 1

a.e. This statement is not as powerful as the well-known result of Hartman and

Wintner [6] which shows that the assumption regarding the moment-generating

function is superfluous. However, it might be worthwhile to point out that the

Hartman-Wintner result can be derived from Theorem 2 in an indirect way by

noting that the law of the iterated logarithm holds for sequences of independent

N(0, 1) random variables and then applying an invariance principle of Stassen [14].

Under suitable conditions, the law of the iterated logarithm holds for normal

random variables, as indicated above. One might wonder if such results are true

for sums of independent random variables which are asymptotically normal, or,

more precisely, one could ask : Is Lindeberg's condition sufficient to imply the law

of the iterated logarithm ? This question has been answered in the negative, even

for certain sequences of bounded random variables ; furthermore, not even a one-

sided result can be stated in general (see Theorem 1 of [10], or [15]).

Recently, however, some results have appeared which show that the law of the

iterated logarithm does hold if convergence in the Central Limit Theorem is

sufficiently rapid. Two such results are due to Chung [2] and Petrov [12] (these will

be stated precisely later) who use uniform bounds on \Fn(x) — $>(x)\ to get two-

sided exponential bounds for 1 — Fn(x), and then use techniques similar to those of

Kolmogorov to demonstrate their results. It might be well to mention that Petrov

[13] has a similar result for symmetric random variables which may not have finite

second moments.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving the law of the iterated

logarithm results related to the Central Limit Theorem or, more specifically, to

bounds of the Berry-Esseen type, using Theorem 2. Toward this end we define, for

each »£1,

Mn=     sup     \Fn(x)-4>(x)\    and   gn(e) = s~2 f   ( XI,
-°°<*<°° k = lJ¡Xk\essn

where e > 0 (this is Lindeberg's function).

For any a > 0, then,

(7)
-Fn(atn)    j

1-<1>(0 è [l-HaQV'Mn   and

l^i-aa^-Or1-!! á [l-0«)]-iMn.

Theorem 3. Let Xu X2,... be independent r.v. with EXn=0 and EX2=ol <oo.
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Define Sn = Xx-\-hXn, s2 = ES2, t\=2 log log (s2), and define Mn as in the

preceding paragraph.

IfaJsn -»■ 0, j,, -> co and Mn = o(l — ®(atn))for all a in some interval containing 1,

then (2) holds.

Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 2, since it is evident from

(7) that the tail-equivalence conditions of that theorem hold.

Some conditions weaker than those of Theorem 3, but perhaps more readily

verified in specific cases, are given in Corollary 1.

Corollary 1. Let {Xn} be independent r.v. with EXn=0 and EX2=o2<ao.

Define Sn, sn, tn, Fn and Mn as in the statement of Theorem 3. Then any of the

following conditions will ensure that (2) holds:

(i) (Petrov [12]) an/sn^0, sn^co, and Mn = 0((\ogs2)-1-0) for some S>0.

(ii) (sUM)-1 ll = i E{Xi-f(Xk)} = o(l-Q>(atn)) as n^co for all a in some

interval containing 1, where fe.0 is an even function such that \imx^a>f(x) = oo,

x/f(x) is defined on (0, oo), and both fand x/f(x) are nondecreasing on (0, oo).

(iii) (Chung,p. 218 of [2].) s~3 2-i E\Xk\3 = o((\ogs2)-1'6) for some 8>0.

(iv) For some 0 < A < oo, F | A"n|3 ̂  Act2, for all n = l, and sn -> oo.

(v) There exists a sequence of positive numbers en=o(l — <b(atn))for all a in some

interval containing 1 such that g(en) - el for all sufficiently large n.

Remark. Conditions (i)—(iv) become progressively easier to verify, but provide

progressively weaker results. Each of the conditions (i)-(v), however, implies that

Lindeberg's criterion holds. In particular, (v) shows that an iterated logarithm

result holds if Lindeberg's function tends to zero in a specific fashion.

Proof, (i) It is well known that l-<E>(;t)~(27r)-1,2;c-1 exp{-x2/2} as *^oo.

So, for any 0 < a < (1 + 8)1'2,

(1 - <b(aQY\\og s2yí-6~(2^2atn(\og s2)'2"1"* -* 0

as n -> oo. Hence (i) is a consequence of Theorem 3.

(ii) Note that, for 0<£<l,/(ín)//(Mn) = £-1-(Eín//(£jn))-(5n//(jn))-1^fi-1. So,

clearly, gn(e) g (es2 -f(sn)) "» 2?=i E{X% -f(Xk)} -> 0 for each e > 0.

Thus Lindeberg's condition is valid, implying sn -*■ oo and crjsn -> 0. Further-

more, by a result of Petrov [11], there exists an absolute constant C such that

Mn^C(s2n-f(sn))-12l=iE{X^f(Xk)} if / satisfies the conditions of (ii). The

desired result is now immediate from Theorem 3.

(iii) follows directly from (ii), letting/(;c) = |x|.

(iv) is a consequence of (iii).

(v) Let e > 0. For sufficiently large n, en ̂  e so that gn(e)=gn(en) ^ 4 -> 0. Hence

Lindeberg's condition holds, and therefore orn/jn ->- 0 and sn -*■ oo. But a theorem

of Berry (p. 136 of [1]) states that an absolute constant D exists such that

Mn ̂  De if gn(e) = e3. The conditions of Theorem 3 are clearly satisfied.   Q.E.D.
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4. On Kolmogorov's theorem. As mentioned in the introduction, a proof of

Kolmogorov's Law of the Iterated Logarithm will be given in this section, without

the use of Kolmogorov's exponential bounds (see p. 255 of [9]). The following

result of Feller [3] will be required : let {Xn} be a sequence of independent random

variables, each with mean zero and finite variance. Let Sn — X¡. + ■ • • + Xn,

sl = ESl, Fn(x)=P[Sn^xsn] and suppose positive constants An>0 exist such that

maxfcSn lA^I ̂ A„jn and A„->0. Then, for any real number x such that

0 < Anx < 1/12, it is true that

l-Fn(x) = exp{-(l/2)x2ôn(x)Hl-O(x) + 0Anexp{-(l/2)x2}};

here \0\ <9 and Qn(x) = '2,kzi Rnk*" where the coefficient qnk depends only on the

first  k  moments  of  Xu X2,..., Xn—in  fact,   \qnk\ ̂ (l/7)(12An)k,   so   |ô„(x)|

á(l/7)(12Anx)/(l-12Anx)^0.
Using this result we will prove

Theorem 4 (Kolmogorov [8]). Let {Xn} denote a sequence of independent r.v.

each with mean zero and finite variance. Let Sn = X1+ ■ ■ • + Xn, ¿2 = ES2, and

i2 = 2 log log (s2). Assume sn -*■ oo and maxfcSn \Xk\tz Knsntñ1 where 0<Kn^-0.

Then

lim sup Sn/(sntn) = 1   a.e.
n-»oo

Proof. Clearly EX2n/s2núK2lt2^Q. Let K=K¿¿\ For any a>0, An«)

=aKn>0, so that aXntn< 1/12 for all sufficiently large n. By Feller's result,

^^•exp{(l/2)a2r20n(ßa = 1 +(1 -«D«»"1-^ exp {-{l/2)a2t2}.

However \0\<9 and the last term of the preceding equation is equivalent to

6(2Tr)ll2atnXn ->■ 0 as n ->■ oo, so that conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 1 are satisfied

if one defines fn(x) = Qn(xtn). Finally since the sequence {— Xn} satisfies the con-

ditions of Feller's result, it is evident that the rest of the hypotheses of Theorem 1

hold by using an argument similar to the one above.    Q.E.D.

Remark. Using the result of Feller [3] to prove Kolmogorov's theorem does not

simplify or shorten the overall proof. Like Kolmogorov's exponential bounds (see

[8], or p. 255 of [9]), Feller's theorem is a deep result with a rather long proof.
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